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Condition Monitoring for Endurance Turbines

“In total, we have installed more than 250 M-HAS
systems on Endurance E and X series turbines
and the costs savings are clear to be seen”

What is Condition
Monitoring

It serves to protect from the more
serious failures that we understand are
common on Endurance turbines such
as bedplate failure, blade tensioning
issues, shaft failure, and hub slip. The
system allows us to monitor in real-time
components which would previously
have required an engineer site visit to
check. Sensors monitor vibration levels
in the shaft bed frame and gearbox as
well as a proximity sensor to check for
any movement of the hub.
The issues it protects against are
often excluded from insurance policies
(if you have one) so it gives an added
level of protection against major
failures. In total, we have installed
Machine-Health Assessment System’s
(M-HAS) on more than 250 Endurance
E and X series turbines and the costs
savings are clear to be seen.

Condition monitoring is a useful
system to give us an insight into
the health of a turbine beyond
the capabilities of Remote
Monitoring. Whilst they are very
good at telling us when a turbine
has failed, Condition Monitoring
System (CMS) allows us to spot
developing issues early to reduce
repair costs and downtime.

Thresholds are set for each turbine and
continually adjust following servicing
and repair works on-site. Alarm rules
are set using detailed algorithms as
well as human interpretation. When
they have exceeded the thresholds,
the operations team receive an alarm
notification via email. Our team will
study the alarm notification and decide
on the appropriate action i.e. monitor/
investigate/shutdown straight away.
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M-HAS Advanced
Condition Monitoring

M-HAS Data Flow

Monitoring & analysing machine performance in real-time allows
Turner Iceni to alert key personnel to make crucial decisions
allowing for optimised turbine performance.
Condition Monitoring

Sensors used with M-HAS

The principle of condition monitoring is
to identify sensor and runtime data
measurements that indicate possible
deterioration in machine components.
This data is monitored at regular
intervals, and you will be notified if there
are any significant changes in that data.

Sensors monitor components of a wind
turbine. The data is transferred to the
Data Processor Module (DPM) where it
is sent to a remote server for analysis.

Turner Iceni’s Machine-Health
Assessment System (M-HAS) takes data
collected from multiple sensors and
processes this in conjunction with
Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) data. The results
are displayed on a cloud-based user
interface accessed by any device
connected to the Internet.

– Vibration levels in moving parts

Condition
monitoring can
save you time
and money

Turner Iceni uses sensors to monitor
several parameters including,
but not limited to, the following:
– Chemical change in oils
– The presence of metals in
lubrication systems
– Pressure
– Airflow
– Moisture
– Temperature and humidity
Sensors are installed in key locations to
maximise analysis of component, and
therefore, wind turbine performance.
These are generally:
– Between the oil pump and filter on
a gearbox to detect metal debris
– In oil filtration lines to measure
oil quality
– The main manifold or system 		
pipework to measure pressure
– On a slow-speed bearing
– On the gearbox, frame, and slow-speed
bearing components to measure
vibration

M-HAS Data Processor Module (DPM)
and Communications
The M-HAS DPM collects and transfers
data to a remote server where it is
processed and analysed. The DPM
interfaces with a wide variety of sensors
that use standard analogue and digital
communication protocols. The sensor
data typically acquires data from the
sensors every five minutes and stores
it locally. It is sent from the DPM
periodically to a remote secure server
using 3G/4G connectivity through a SIM
card and Wi-Fi. The connectivity solution
allows M-HAS to operate independently
from a wind farm network. Data is
analysed and displayed on the M-HAS
web application.

M-HAS KEY FACTS
– 540 Installations
– 2780 Sensors
– 917,376 Daily Data Points
– 2240 Alarm Rules
– Extremely easy to use
– Highly Adaptable
– Bespoke Monitoring Solutions

Turner M-HAS has been developed
to monitor critical assets and allow
the customer to plan and predict the
deterioration in machine performance.
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Monitored Parts and
Why They Are Monitored
Sensors are installed in key locations to gather data needed to enable
an analysis of component performance. This data is gathered at the
Data Processor Module (DPM) and sent to remote servers. Placement
and sensor type is dependent on the equipment manufacturer and the
monitoring requirement.
Metal debris sensors

Oil condition sensors

Proximity sensors

Metal debris sensors are used to check
the presence, size, and level of ferrous
and non-ferrous metals in wind turbine
lubrication systems.

Oil condition sensors are used to check
the health of the equipment’s lubrication
quality.

Proximity sensors detect variances in the
distance between physical objects.
Proximity sensors used in wind turbines
enable the detection of changes in
component positions that may be
caused by a change in the structure
positioning or by wear and degradation.

The presence of these metals means
that there is wear somewhere in the
turbine structure causing contamination
of lubrication fluids. These sensors help
determine where and the rate at which
the equipment component is degrading
so that preventative maintenance can be
planned and undertaken.
Pressure sensors
Pressure sensors monitor the hydraulic
pressure in accumulators, gearboxes,
and other areas. Although pressure
data can be provided by sensors; the
majority of pressure data typically
comes from the SCADA system.

Sensor data reveal sizes, quantities, and
rates of change of these factors and this
helps determine whether the wear is
present and the rate at which this is
happening..
For lubricants containing additives, the
stage of degradation of the additives can
also be derived from changes in the oil
chemistry. Reduction in the oil quality
by contamination, machinery wear
and chemical ageing are revealed in
real-time monitoring of the oil condition
through oil condition sensors.

Standard
Monitored Parts
No. Description

3

1

Hub

2

Slow-speed main bearings

3

Slow-speed shaft

4

Gearbox

5

Fast-speed shaft

6

Fast-speed coupling

7

Generator

8

Blades

9

Tower

1

2

5
4

7
6

8

9

Sensors
Vibration sensors are used to check
unusual movement behaviour. The
sensor data reveals fast or slow rates of
vibration, displacements, and fractures,
and this helps determine whether the
wear is present and if so, its rate of
progression.
Data Processor Module
The M-HAS Data Processor Module
(DPM) collects and transfers machine
health assessment data to a remote
server where it is processed and
analysed. The DPM interfaces with
a wide variety of sensors that use
standard analogue and digital
communication protocols. Mobile
connectivity and Wi-Fi allow collected
data to be sent, analysed, and displayed
on the Turner Iceni M-HAS web
application.

Percentage of Failures
attributable to a component
or subsystem
Blades: 36%
Hub: 4%
Bedframe: 20%

Shaft: 20%
Gearbox: 7%

Generator: 4%

Other: 9%
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Blade Tie Rod
Failure
Location
Yorkshire

Fault
Tie rod end

Detection Method
Bedframe and shaft vibration

Repair Stage 1 v Repair Stage 2
Detecting failed tie rods at an early stage allows for a simple
repair to be carried out. Left undetected, the increased
vibrations could result in spring tube damage which would
be a much more costly repair.

Turbine Type
E Series

The tie rods are designed to support the blades
pitching if there is an over speed situation.

In the event of an overspeed the tie rods ensure that all three
blades pitch equally. If a tie rod has failed it can result in an out
of balance rotor, which could lead to a catastrophic rotor loss.
Repair Stage 1 Costs

Repair Stage 2 Costs

Component Tie Rod

Next Higher Effect
Spring Tube Damage
Possible catastrophic rotor loss

Failure Mode Wear, Breakage
Local Effect Increased vibration,
underperformance
Repair Replace Tie Rod

Fault Detected
Blade
Tie Rod

£12,800

£700

Tie rod failure is usually attributed
to the following issues

Downtime

£200

Downtime

£2,800

– Normal wear and tear

Labour

£300

Labour

£5,000

– Excessive loads caused by
hub/pin wear

Parts & Hire

£200

Parts & Hire

£5,000

– Excessive loads caused by worn
spring tubes
A failure of the tie rods can be
detected by increased vibration
on the bedframe and shaft.

TOTAL COST SAVING
BETWEEN STAGE 1
& STAGE 2 REPAIRS
Inspection
of a blade tie
rod failure

£12,100

BLADES AND
THEIR RELATED
COMPONENTS
ACCOUNT FOR

35%
OF ALL FAILURES

The M-HAS system
detected the fault
quickly enough to
allow a simple
replacement of the tie
rod ends. This resulted
in less than three days
of downtime from
inspection to repair,
instead of an expensive
blade and possibly hub
replacement taking
potentially months to
complete.
Turbine Operations Engineer
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Flexible Coupling
Failure
Location
York

Fault
Flexible Coupling

Detection Method
Bedframe, shaft and
gearbox vibration

Turbine Type
E Series

Flexible couplings are used to connect the
gearbox and generator in Endurance wind turbines.

Repair Stage 1 v Repair Stage 2
Flexible couplings often fail suddenly with very little warning.
If the failure is detected straight away the turbine can be
stopped immediately and the coupling was replaced. If the
failure is left undetected and the turbine continues to run,
then there will likely be considerable damage to surrounding
components including the brakes.
Repair Stage 2 Costs

Component Coupling

Next Higher Effect
Damage to flanges and pneumatics

Local Effect Very high vibration
Repair Replacement

Fault Detected

Flexible
Coupling

£4,700

£1,450

They are expected to wear due to the
normal operation however, premature
failure is a common occurrence.
The failure is often a result of
delamination. When this occurs there
is a sudden ramp-up in vibration across
the whole wind turbine and is, therefore,
detected on the bedframe, shaft and
gearbox vibration sensors.

Downtime

£200

Downtime

£400

Labour

£800

Labour

£800

Parts & Hire

£450

Parts & Hire

TOTAL COST SAVING
BETWEEN STAGE 1
& STAGE 2 REPAIRS
Inspection of a
flexible coupling
failure

£3,250

20%
OF ALL FAILURES

Repair Stage 1 Costs
Failure Mode Delamination/
deterioration

SHAFTS AND
THEIR RELATED
COMPONENTS
ACCOUNT FOR

£3,500

“The M-HAS system
detected the fault in
enough time for us
to get a replacement
coupling fitted.
Without the system
being installed the
fault would have
progressed and would
certainly have resulted
in a gearbox and shaft
failure. Instead a
simple up-tower
repair was performed,
rather than the
Nacelle being removed.
Consequently, this
allowed a huge saving
in the repair bill and
continued turbine
up-time instead of it
being off for months”
Operations Manager
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Main Bearing
Failure
Location
Huddersfield

Fault
Main bearing outer race crack

Detection Method
Bedframe & Shaft vibration

Repair Stage 1 v Repair Stage 2
Turbine Type
E Series

The main bearing is a crucial component in
retaining and allowing smooth rotation of
the slow speed shaft.

A fault on the main bearing, even if caught early, can be
an expensive repair as it is a major component. However,
if the main bearing failure goes undetected it could result
in the loss of the rotor.
Repair Stage 1 Costs

Repair Stage 2 Costs

Component Main bearing

Next Higher Effect
Loss of rotor

Failure Mode Cracking

SHAFTS AND
THEIR RELATED
COMPONENTS
ACCOUNT FOR

20%
OF ALL FAILURES

Local Effect High vibration
Repair Bearing replacement

Main
Bearing

Without M-HAS this
could have led to the
entire hub on the
ground, so it has
definitely been
effective in this
instance.

£85,600

£32,800

Operations Manager

Downtime
Failures on the main bearing can easily
go undetected unless the bearing outer
housing is removed for thorough
inspection.
On the first inspection following an
M-HAS alarm this crack in the outer
race was undetected as it is a hidden
component. Further alarming by
M-HAS resulted in a more thorough
investigation which identified the crack.

Inspection of a
main bearing
failure

£2,800

Downtime

£5,600

Labour

£10,000

Labour

£10,000

Parts & Hire

£20,000

Parts & Hire

£70,000

TOTAL COST SAVING
BETWEEN STAGE 1
& STAGE 2 REPAIRS

£52,800
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Gearbox
Bearing Wear
Location
Hull

Fault
Bearing wear

Detection Method
Gearbox vibration and oil
particulate counter

Repair Stage 1 v Repair Stage 2

Turbine Type
X Series

Gearboxes are required within the wind turbine to
step-up the rotation speed from the low-speed shaft
to the high-speed shaft for electrical generation.
Alarmed on
oil particulates

Alarmed on
vibration

Gearbox failures caught in stage 1 can result in significant
repair savings by allowing up-tower repairs to be carried out.
If allowed to progress to stage two then the gearbox will have
to be removed from the turbines and fully refurbished.
Repair Stage 1 Costs

Repair Stage 2 Costs

Component Main bearing

Next Higher Effect
Loss of rotor

Failure Mode Cracking
Local Effect High vibration
Repair Bearing replacement

Gearbox
Bearing

£145,000

£36,000

On X series Endurance turbines, there is
a known design/manufacturing issue.
Therefore, oil particulate monitoring is a
requirement to detect bearing oil gear
wear. If it’s not detected then repair
costs can be high.
The gearbox is typically monitored with
two vibration sensors. On larger
machine (>100kW) the oil is also
monitored by counting ferrous and
non-ferrous particles.

In this example the gearbox
deterioration was first detected by
an increase in ferrous oil particles.
Around seven days later an alarm
was raised due to increased vibration.
This triggered a boroscope inspection
which identified wear on the bearings.

Downtime
Labour
Parts & Hire

£10,000
£6,000
£20,000

TOTAL COST SAVING
BETWEEN STAGE 1
& STAGE 2 REPAIRS

Downtime

£30,000

Labour

£15,000

Parts & Hire

£90,000

£109,000

7%

OF ALL ENDURANCE
MACHINE FAILURES
ARE ACCOUNTED
FOR BY THE
GEARBOX
I just wanted to let
you know that flagging
this machine at the
point you did may
have saved the
gearbox. We carried
out a boroscopic
inspection late last
week and found little
to no wear throughout,
other than the line
known for being
overloaded. These
bearings were starting
to show wear and are
hopefully the source of
the increased metallic
content. We can carry
out an up-tower
upgrade to the
bearings on this line
of the gearbox and
potentially save 80%
against the cost of
a full rebuild.
Asset Manager
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Generator Bearing
Location
Hull

Fault
Generator bearing failure

Detection Method
Bedframe and shaft vibration

Turbine Type
E Series

Bearings within the generator are required to
support the rotor at the drive and non-drive ends
and allow it to rotate freely.

Repair Stage 1 v Repair Stage 2
When generator bearings fail, it is crucial that the turbine is
stopped straight away to prevent further damage. If detected
early, the generator bearings can be replaced in-situ. However,
if not, the generator will likely need replacing.
Repair Stage 1 Costs

Repair Stage 2 Costs

Component Generator bearing

Next Higher Effect
Generator Failure

Failure Mode Wear

4%

Local Effect Increased vibration
Repair Replace bearing

Failure

OF ALL ENDURANCE
MACHINE FAILURES
ARE ACCOUNTED
FOR BY THE
GENERATOR

Generator
Bearing
Alarm

Over time the bearings will wear due
to normal operation but this can be
accelerated by under or over lubrication,
misalignment and fatigue.
Lower generator failure rates have
meant that generators haven’t been
monitored directly, however, failures
can be detected, such as in this case,
by an increase in shaft and bedframe
vibration.

Inspection of
a generator
bearing

£6,800

£1,200

Downtime

£200

Downtime

£1,400

Labour

£800

Labour

£1,900

Parts & Hire

£200

Parts & Hire

£4,500

TOTAL COST SAVING
BETWEEN STAGE 1
& STAGE 2 REPAIRS

£5,600
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Bedframe Cracking
Location
Blackburn

Fault
Bedframe crack

Detection Method
bedframe vibration

Turbine Type
E Series

The wind turbine drivetrain is mounted on top of the
bedframe and so all the loads from the drivetrain
are absorbed by the bedframe.

Repair Stage 1 v Repair Stage 2
The sooner a crack is detected the sooner it can be repaired,
and propagation halted. The longer a crack goes undetected
the larger the crack will become. Depending on the location
and size of the crack it may then become unrepairable, resulting
in the need for a complete bedplate overhaul or replacement.
Repair Stage 1 Costs

Repair Stage 2 Costs

Component Bedframe

Next Higher Effect
Cracks Unrepairable

Failure Mode Crack

BEDFRAME CRACKS
ACCOUNT FOR

Local Effect High Vibration
Repair Weld Support Brace

20%

Stopped
for repair
Bedframe

OF ALL FAILURES

£54,000

£1,800

Alarm

High localised stress on certain areas
of the bedframe can result in a crack
which will continue to propagate unless
detected and repaired. Most cracks
will be detected by the bedframe
sensors, however, on severe cracks
high vibration will also be picked
upon the shaft sensor.

Downtime
Labour
Parts & Hire

£200
£1,500
£100

TOTAL COST SAVING
BETWEEN STAGE 1
& STAGE 2 REPAIRS
Inspection of
bedframe
cracking

Downtime

£4,000

Labour

£10,000

Parts & Hire

£40,000

£52,200
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Shaft Failure
Location
Wales

Fault
Shaft crack

Detection Method
frame and shaft vibration,
hub displacement

Repair Stage 1 v Repair Stage 2
Turbine Type
E Series

The slow speed shaft is a crucial component which
connects the rotor to the gearbox and transmits
all the energy captured by the turbine blades.

Although still a costly repair, if a fractured shaft is detected
before it snaps completely then the shaft can be replaced.
A failed shaft that goes undetected however will likely result
in a major failure with the rotor falling off and all three
blades being damaged.
Repair Stage 1 Costs

Repair Stage 2 Costs

Component Slow speed shaft

Next Higher Effect
Snapped shaft, loss of rotor
and blades

Failure Mode Crack
Local Effect High Vibration

Shaft

Failures of the slow speed shaft can
be difficult to spot in situ however the
failure in this case was detected by
MHAS and indicated by vibration spikes
when the turbine was working at high
load. This was then further confirmed
by an NDT inspection.

Downtime

£75,600

£5,600

£5,600

Labour

£10,000

Labour

£10,000

Parts & Hire

£20,000

Parts & Hire

£60,000

TOTAL COST SAVING
BETWEEN STAGE 1
& STAGE 2 REPAIRS
Inspection
of shaft
cracking

Downtime

20%
OF ALL FAILURES

“We are currently
completing the
workshop strip down
and rebuild of this
turbine and discovered
the crack found by
MHAS and then again
by the NDT. As you can
see, it was well hidden
within the taper sleeve
so completely invisible
when built up.

Repair Shaft replacement

£35,600

SHAFT CRACKS
ACCOUNT FOR

£50,000

This is the second in
succession that MHAS
had found that I
cannot see we would
have picked up any
other way without
losing a set of blades.
Cost saving to
customer in the
region of £35-£40k.”
Asset Manager

Contact Us
DC21 Operations
Unit 31 Upper Mills
Canalside
Slaithwaite
Huddersfield
HD7 5HA
T 01484 702702

turnericeni
Turner-Iceni-Ltd
turnericeni

www.turnericeni.com

We support our clients with a work
package offering designed to deliver
an integrated service while working
safely and efficiently to provide
reliable and cost-effective support.

